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Walking with Wittgenstein

My father was equable and mild. Not so
Was Ludwig Wittgenstein. His lean
Body twitched nervously and his musician’s
Hands never ceased from movement, nor his bony
 Ankles and feet. He never would sit still,
 As though the violence of his thoughts made slow
 Deliberate movement quite impossible.
 Yet there were times his nervous face went stony
 And quiet as he brooded on the green
 Meaning of things. His thoughts resembled flowers
 Drawn by a delicate hand. In golden showers
 They flickered silently across his face.
 Anxiety kept to his bodily conditions,
 His knitted brows, his knotted legs. His thoughts had grace.

Walking with Wittgenstein was like a race,
But a race for bobbledehoys, three-legged dwarfs,
Fantastic wizards. Nothing went by halves.
He strode ahead, all joints, his noble face
Swept by the wind, his eyes darting about,
Observant and perceptive as his mind,
And just as nervous, earnest, and devout
In seeking truth, and also just as kind.
But often he saw nothing but the river
Of his own thoughts, the nervously twitching veins
Of fine distinctions, philosophic gains
And losses, victories, defeats.
For, while he loved the people in the streets,
Philosophy alone rushed on forever.

Nicholas Moore, poet and son of G. E. Moore
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